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Additional Notes:


	Text1: Young people release some steam by moving around the room. Have young people stand up when they're getting restless. Explain that you're going to do a quick activity. When you yell "Megafast Fire Drill," you want everyone to start running around the area clockwise. When you yell "stop," everyone should stop. Yell, "Megafast fire drill!"" After about 10 to 15 seconds, yell "stop." Let kids rest for a few seconds before yelling "Megafast fire drill" again. End the activity by yelling, "stop."
	Text2: Sparks Tie-In: Dance/movement, Sports/athletics, Outdoor life (if you do this outside).This activities breaks up boredom by getting kids moving and doing something different for a short time.
	Text3: What did you think of this activity? Why?Why is it important to run around sometimes?What do you usually do when you get restless or antsy?Why is it important to use up some of your restless energy from time to time? How else could we get rid of restless energy?
	Text4: Play "Forward fire drill" and "Backward fire drill." Have young people run clockwise in the area whenever you say "Forward fire drill" and counterclockwise when you say "Backward fire drill."
	Text5: A large area
	Text6: Megafast Fire Drill
	Text7: Brad Mannschreck
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